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phite wine, forms a perfect substitute for Par-
rish's food. Besides having iron, in a form which
is easily absorbed, the hypophosphite of magnesia
serves as a useful antacid- and stomachic in this•
combination.-British Med. journal.
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Whilst the present age may be considered gen-
erally-as a progressive one, and in a great many
respects is really such in fact, as may be seen in
the numerous accessions that have been made in
various arts and in many departments of science
likewise, which are seemingly permanent addi-
tions to what was known before, and, therefore,
calculated to benefit mankind in various ways, yet
so far .as it relates to the medical profession it can-
not be properly regarded as a utilitarian one, cer-
tainly not in the broad acceptation in which some
have thought proper to apply that term to the ad-
vancements taking place in the latter half of the
nineteenth century. Hence we pause to consider
that it is lacking in conservatism, in our calling at
least, in a conspicuous degree.

The adaptation of means to ends that so gener-
ally marks discoveries as they are utilized from
day to day at the present time, in a manner and
to a degree probably never equalled before in the
various arts and sciences, including medicine,
would seem to indicate that an attem pt like this
to revive an old remedy and bring it prominently
before the profession would be truly " a work of
supererogation."

But when the thoughtful mind reverts to the
great benefits it has seen result from tartar emetic
and contemplates and compares the action of the
remedies that have been substituted for it and the
results obtained, there will be found sufficient
reason to " give us pause," and to ascertain
whether our great zeal in behalf of newc' remedies
is not causing us to drift away from that which -is
good to that or those remedies which are no bet-
ter at least than it is, and whether or not the
tendency of the profession is to ignore inany other
old remedies and useful experiences of past ages,
and press them to the rear, where they have not
been actually forgotten, when making plans for
new discoveries or new facts in the healing art.
Again, it may be observed of a few modern eme-
dies even, or those of comparatively recent intro-
duction, that the tendency in some instances is to
permit them to fall still-bori ere sufficient time is
given for their proper development or utilization,

because unsupported by the sanction of a great
name, in order, seemingly, to afford larger space
for others that appear to offer more brilliant pros-
pects of usefulness to the profession or a wider
iame to the discoverer.

Whilst always ready to remove obstructions and.
to facilitate progress and discovery by al] proper
means, I often think that more enduring and sub-
stantial results would be certainly reached if we-
could delay just long enough to " prove ail things
and to hold fast only to that which is good " in,
medicine, as is done in almost ail the other de-
partments of human affairs.

I am emboldened to step to the front in the
advocacy of tartar emetic, from seeing the good.
effects upon the profession that followed an article
I had the temerity to publish in the Afedical and
Surgical .Rejorter of Philadelphia, in 1872, en-
titled " Blood-Letting in Disease."

I am thoroughly satisfied, after four decades of
experience as a physician engaged in active pro-
fessional work, that, next to blood-letting, the
tartrate of antimony and potash is absolutely
without a peer or rival as an antiphlogistic agtnt
in our therapeutic resources, and that it may in
some cases be substituted for blood-letting, even,
without detriment, when certain circumstainces or
conditions do not absolutely demand the use of
that old and peerless remedy in inflammation.

I am conscious of the import of the language I
am using, and desire that I may not be misunder
stood in regard to it. And I wish to add, still
further, that, like blood-letting, the necessity for its-
use in practice is now as great as it ever was at
any time in the history of the article. After vene-
section, in acute infianmatory affections, I have
found it produce its most strikingly marked bene-
ficial effects, and feel fully warranted in saying
that the most sceptical member of the profession
would not doubt its wondrous power for good
could its action be observed in a single case. But,
as already stated above, its field of usefulness
covers absolutely ail cases of febrile and inflam-
natory affections that are unattenled with inflam-
matory or considerable irritation of the gastric
mucous membrane. Those conditions only con-
tra-indicate its internai employment in any form
of disease whatsoever, or in any pathological con-
dition attended with a full or even moderately
tense and quick ýpulse, with dry skin and paucity
of the se7cretions generally. It will be seen from
thesè statements that, with the single exception of
calomel, it is capable of doing good in a larger
number of diseases than any other remedy in the
hands of the medical practitioner. With these-
remarks I might conclude this paper, and, were I
not aware of the fact that there are a large number
of practitioners who have never used the article at
ail, would probably be inclined to do so. But for
the use of such, and of those who have perrmitted
other and more recent articles to monopolize its
place in their therapeutic resources, I feel that the
interests of science demand that a few more words
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